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ABSTRACT: A major trend in marine aquaculture is to move production to more exposed sites
with occasionally rough ocean current events. However, it is unclear whether fish will thrive in
these extreme environments, since thorough descriptions of ambient current conditions with
regards to fish welfare is lacking. In the present study, ocean current data were collected using
acoustic Doppler current profilers at 5 exposed sites along the Norwegian coast over minimum
periods of 5 mo. To evaluate welfare risks, current data was compared to known limits of swimming capabilities, such as onset of behavioural changes and critical swimming speeds (Ucrit), of
Atlantic salmon Salmo salar and lumpfish Cyclopterus lumpus. Specifically, at each site, current
speeds were classified into 6 categories based on expected impact on swimming behaviours of
Atlantic salmon, and duration of currents within each category were inspected using a homogeneous and non-homogeneous criterion for the water column. Current speeds were then compared
with projected Ucrit at relevant temperatures and fish sizes of Atlantic salmon and lumpfish. Furthermore, a detailed characterization of extreme events at the most exposed site was performed.
Of the 5 locations, only 1 exceeded the Ucrit of Atlantic salmon, while all sites featured currents
above Ucrit of lumpfish for up to 33 h at a time. These results suggest that responsible Atlantic
salmon farming is possible at sites considered exposed, while lumpfish should be restricted to
more sheltered environments. The presented method can be applied for other aquaculture fish
species if adequate data are available.
KEY WORDS: Atlantic salmon · Lumpfish · Ucrit · Exposed farming · Ocean current speed ·
Swimming behaviour · Sea cage environment

1. INTRODUCTION
With the continuing expansion of the marine aquaculture industry and a decrease in available sites in
nearshore areas due to spatial conflicts and competing claims, there is a growing interest in moving
new production sites to more exposed coastal and
offshore locations (e.g. Holmer 2010, Bjelland et al.
2015, Gentry et al. 2017). These sites are exposed to
harsher wind, wave and current conditions (Holmer
2010, Bjelland et al. 2015). The stronger water
currents may be advantageous, as higher water ex*Corresponding author: kristbjorg.jonsdottir@ntnu.no

change rates result in larger nutrient assimilation
capacity, higher levels of dissolved oxygen and generally better water quality (Johansson et al. 2007,
Holmer 2010, Klebert et al. 2013, Gentry et al. 2017).
However, stronger water currents may induce excessive loads on the farm structure and large net deformations, resulting in challenging conditions for farming operations (Lader et al. 2008, Kristiansen &
Faltinsen 2012, Bjelland et al. 2015, Klebert et al.
2015, Gansel et al. 2018). The currents may also be
evaluated from a fish-welfare perspective, the primary concern being how the magnitude, duration
© The authors 2019. Open Access under Creative Commons by
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and frequency of strong current events affect behaviour, growth, stress and risks of mortality (Johansson
et al. 2014, Solstorm et al. 2015, Remen et al. 2016,
Hvas & Oppedal 2017).
The response of farmed fish to ocean currents may
be expressed as behavioural changes. Specifically,
the group structure of Atlantic salmon Salmo salar in
commercial farms and experimental setups is observed to change from circular schooling to ‘standing’ on the current, i.e. remaining stationary while
swimming against the current as the current speed
increases (Johansson et al. 2014, Hvas et al. 2017b).
At low current velocities, swimming speeds are
therefore voluntary and independent of the ambient
environment, while stronger currents may force the
fish to swim at speeds dictated by the environment
(Johansson et al. 2014, Hvas et al. 2017b). Preventing
fish from swimming at their preferred cruising speed
for prolonged periods is a legitimate welfare concern
(Hvas et al. 2017b), and the excess energy expenditure required for faster swimming will also, to some
extent, affect production performance (Solstorm et
al. 2015).
In more extreme current conditions, the maximum
swimming capacity of farmed fish may be exceeded,
resulting in physiological fatigue, severe stress,
injury and even death as the fish gets stuck on the
downstream net pen wall (Oppedal et al. 2011,
Remen et al. 2016). Experimental measurement of
the critical swimming speed (Ucrit) of fish (e.g. Remen
et al. 2016, Hvas & Oppedal 2017) is a standardized
method to assess the upper current velocities farmed
fish are able to handle on acute timescales. Ucrit is a
measure of prolonged swimming capacity originally
defined by Brett (1964). Since swimming at Ucrit or
higher speeds leads to fatigue, farmed fish should
never be exposed to current conditions of such magnitudes in sea cages. Furthermore, Ucrit and swimming behaviour are affected by environmental and
biological factors such as water temperature, fish
size, individual variations and diseases (Brett 1964,
Beamish 1978, Remen et al. 2016, Hvas et al.
2017a,b), which complicate welfare risk assessments
at exposed locations. Weak currents may also
become problematic, especially when combined with
high temperatures, owing to increased risks of
hypoxia inside salmon cages, which reduces feed
intake and growth (Johansson et al. 2007, Remen et
al. 2014, Solstorm et al. 2018).
The primary focus concerning the welfare of
Atlantic salmon farmed in exposed environments is
on the evaluation of their swimming behaviour and
their ability to cope with the prevailing environmen-

tal conditions. However, in recent years, there has
been a drastic increase in the use of cleaner fish in
sea cages for delousing, where the lumpfish Cyclopterus lumpus is the most widely used species (Imsland et al. 2014, Powell et al. 2017). In Norway alone,
the use of lumpfish has increased from 15.8 million
lumpfish in 2016 to 27 million in 2017 (Fiskeridirektoratet 2018). As a vertebrate species, lumpfish possess the same animal rights as Atlantic salmon
according to Norwegian laws (Dyrevelferdsloven
2009), thus the same concern regarding welfare in an
exposed setting applies to lumpfish. The Ucrit of
lumpfish is considerably lower than in Atlantic
salmon owing to smaller sizes and a morphology less
suited for fast swimming (Hvas et al. 2018). This suggests that lumpfish are more likely to experience
poor welfare at sites with rough current conditions.
In accordance with Norwegian law, all planned
aquaculture sites must be surveyed to classify the
prevailing environmental conditions. All fish farm
systems must be certified according to the rules in
Standard NS-9415 (NAS 2009) which ensure the
structural integrity of the farm and prevent escapes.
NS-9415 defines 5 current classes based on speed,
ranging from ‘little exposure’ to ‘extreme exposure’
(Table 1). This system for classifying locations does
not consider fish welfare, a cause for concern when
considering the documented swimming capabilities
of Atlantic salmon. For example, the middle category
of NS-9415, termed ‘substantial exposure’, corresponds to an interval of current magnitudes similar to
the Ucrit of Atlantic salmon post-smolts ranging from
80 to 800 g (Remen et al. 2016, Hvas & Oppedal
2017).
Since exposed salmon farming is a new concept,
thorough environmental descriptions of sites are currently lacking, and their suitability for responsible
fish production has not yet been clarified. Hence, the
purpose of this study was to characterize current conditions at exposed locations and assess whether fish
welfare is at risk by comparing the ambient environment with known swimming capabilities of Atlantic
Table 1. Classification of aquaculture sites in Standard NS9415 (NAS 2009) based on the 10 yr return period of the
current velocity (Vc)
Current class
A
B
C
D
E

Vc (m s−1)
0.0−0.3
0.3−0.5
0.5−1.0
1.0−1.5
>1.5

Designation
Little exposure
Moderate exposure
Substantial exposure
High exposure
Extreme exposure
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salmon and lumpfish. To achieve this, a new method
was presented and evaluated based on data from site
surveys. This method consisted of 2 parts. First, a
new scheme for classifying water currents based on
known swimming behaviours and capacities of
Atlantic salmon was derived as a supplement to NS9415. To identify potential low oxygen events (i.e.
when currents are weak) and to determine if the
swimming capacities of the fish are exceeded, the
number of continuous hours the measured currents
occurred within each current class was determined.
Secondly, the suitability of specific sites was inspected using current and temperature data and
known Ucrit limits for Atlantic salmon and lumpfish.
The method was applied to data from 5 sites along
the Norwegian coast, most of them representative
of the present trend of moving Atlantic salmon farms
to more exposed locations. For the most exposed
site, a characterization of extreme events was also
established.
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Fig. 2. Deployment and active periods for the ADCPs from
2014 to 2018. From deployment to recovery, the temporal
coverage was 94% at Aafj (with hours sampled, n = 5332),
96% at Fr1 (n = 11969), 86% at Fr2 (n = 17675), 99% at Fr3
(n = 13019) and 95% at Ste (n = 4612). See Fig. 1 for
site locations

Three of the ADCPs were located in the Frøya archipelago (Fr1, Fr2 and Fr3), and the other 2 in Åfjord
(Aafj) and Steigen (Ste) municipality, respectively
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
(Fig. 1). Fig. 2 shows when the ADCPs were deployed
and active at the different locations. The minimum
2.1. Data collection and locations
deployment span for each ADCP was 5 mo, and all
units were active during at least 1 winter season from
Ocean current data were collected using acoustic
November to February. The velocity profile measured
Doppler current profilers (ADCP; Aquadopp
by the ADCP is divided into uniform segments called
400 kHz, Nortek) at 5 selected locations along the
depth cells. The size of the depth cells varied between
Norwegian coast between November 2014 and July
locations. At 2 of the locations, Aafj and Fr1, the cell
2018. Each ADCP was deployed on a multi-sensor
size was set to 4 m, while the remaining ADCPs operSEAWATCH buoy (Fugro Oceanor) equipped with a
ated with a cell size of 3 m. Because of varying depths
conductivity and temperature sensor (Aanderaa
at the different locations, only the data from the first
3919A, Aanderaa Data Intruments).
30 m in each dataset were studied unless otherwise
noted. At Aafj and Fr1, this corresponds to cells 1−7
covering depths 3.5−31.5 m, while at Fr2, Fr3 and Ste,
cells 1−9 were applied, covering 2.5−29.5 m.
All ADCPs were installed facing
downward and configured to perform
measurements over the last 10 min of
each hour and produce averaged values of these data series. This sampling
procedure is sufficient to resolve the
tidal fluctuations, as the semidiurnal
tidal constituents dominate along the
Norwegian coastline (Sætre 2007), as
well as strong currents in the upper
water column due to interaction
between tides and strong winds. Averaging over 10 min will smooth out turbulent motion and measurement error,
but may also to some degree remove
Fig. 1. Locations of the acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCPs) at Åfjord
information on the exact size of current
(Aafj), Steigen (Ste), and the Frøya archipelago (Fr1, Fr2 and Fr3)
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peaks. This is not considered an issue, as it is the
generalized characteristics of the sites that are of
interest here rather than short-term fluctuations.

Unrealistic data points were removed in accordance with recommended procedures for quality
control of buoy-mounted ADCPs (SeaDataNet 2010).
For each dataset, the mean, SD and maximum and
minimum current speed were calculated. The significant maximum and minimum, defined as the mean
of the 1/3 largest and 1/3 smallest current speeds,
were also determined.
The 10 yr return current describes the current
speed which is exceeded on average once every
10 yr. This value is used officially for site classification in Norway, was calculated at depths of 7 and
9.5 m, depending on location. The current was determined following the method described in Standard NS-9415 (NAS 2009) for 1 mo site surveys using
the maximum current speed measured during the
entire deployment.

stagnant water. The third class, ‘moderate’ (20−40 cm
s−1), covers the speeds where large Atlantic salmon
start showing signs of breaking up their circular
swimming pattern and some of the fish begin to stand
on the current. Previous studies have observed that
in sea cages, all fish stand on the current when current speeds exceeded roughly 45 cm s−1 (Johansson
et al. 2014, Hvas et al. 2017b). The ‘substantial’ class
(40−50 cm s−1) therefore covers the transition from a
non-homogeneous swimming pattern to a polarized
school where most fish stand on current, while the
‘strong’ (50−60 cm s−1) class contains only the latter
behaviour. Finally, the ‘very strong’ class was based
on conservative estimates of the Ucrit where low temperatures and smaller fish sizes are considered and
reflects current conditions where fish are at risk of
reaching physiological fatigue. This was done using
the Ucrit value of 80.6 cm s−1 for small post-smolts of
80 g swimming in groups at 14°C (Remen et al. 2016)
and assuming a 20% decrease in swimming performance when reducing the temperature to 3°C (Hvas et
al. 2017a), resulting in a Ucrit value of 64.5 cm s−1. To
also account for individual differences, the ‘very
strong’ limit was set to 60 cm s−1.

2.3. Defining current classes

2.4. Identification and duration of classes

A proposed classification scheme for ambient current conditions based on previous studies of swimming behaviours and Ucrit of Atlantic salmon Salmo
salar is summarized in our Table 2 (Gansel et al.
2014, Johansson et al. 2014, Remen et al. 2016, Hvas
et al. 2017a,b). The classes representing the weakest
currents, ‘very weak’ (0−10 cm s−1) and ‘weak’ (10−
20 cm s−1), define the interval of current speeds where
large Atlantic salmon are known to swim freely and
unaffected. The ‘very weak’ class was included to
isolate events of low oxygen levels that may occur in

Current conditions theoretically experienced by
the fish were studied by classifying the mean current
speeds at each location for each time sample and
depth layer using the defined classes in Table 2. The
distribution of classes within each depth layer over
the entire deployment was determined by sorting all
mean values collected for each individual cell.
To assess the impact of current speed on swimming
capacity of Atlantic salmon, the number of successive
hours the water column stayed within a given current
class was determined. As it remains uncertain
whether fish will actively seek to avoid depth layers
with adverse currents (Oppedal et al. 2011), 2 different criteria were used to define the class of the water
column, homogeneous and non-homogeneous. The
homogeneous criterion requires that all depth layers
in the water column share a single class. If 1 or more
depth layers differ from the others, the sample is considered mixed. When using the homogeneous criterion, 2 samples are considered consecutive only if all
depth layers in both samples have the same class.
The non-homogeneous criterion is less stringent in
only requiring 1 depth layer in the water column to
be of a given class. This means that a single time
sample will be classified according to all classes

2.2. Initial processing of data

Table 2. Definition of current classes based on established
limits related to the onset of behavioural changes and critical swimming speed (Ucrit) of Atlantic salmon
Current
Speed (cm s−1) Class
0−10
10−20
20−40
40−50
50−60
> 60

Very weak
Weak
Moderate

Swimming behaviour

Swimming freely
Swimming freely
Circular pattern is disrupted;
some fish standing on current
Substantial Most fish standing on current
Strong
All fish standing on current
Very strong Exceeds Ucrit
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present in the water column. Two samples are then
considered consecutive if at least 1 cell in each sample shares classification.
The most relevant depth layers for assessing fish
welfare are those containing the largest biomass.
Due to observed preferred swimming depth and
diurnal swimming pattern (Oppedal et al. 2011), it
was assumed that the top 20 m of the water column
would contain most of the biomass. Hence, only the
top 20 m were included when determining the duration of events where the water column was defined
within specific current classes. These were cells 2−5
at Fr2, Fr3 and Ste and cells 2−4 at Fr1 and Aafj, corresponding to depth intervals of 5.5−17.5 and 7.5−
19.5 m, respectively. The first depth cell at each site
was excluded, as buoy-mounted ADCPs can experience a bias in near-surface observations (Mayer et al.
2007).
In addition, the duration of periods where current
speeds continuously exceeded 30 cm s−1 were extracted, since it has been shown that chronic exposure above this magnitude may compromise growth
performance in post-smolts (Solstorm et al. 2015).

2.5. Evaluation of current data using Ucrit
and water temperature
To account for thermal effects on Ucrit, the measured horizontal current speeds were normalized
using a temperature-dependent function, Ûcrit (T ).
Normalized current speeds (Ũ ) >1 then represent
current speeds higher than measured Ucrit values at
the given temperature.
Ûcrit (T ) was created by polynomial regression, fitting a 2nd-degree polynomial function to data for
Atlantic salmon of ~450 g acclimated to 5 different
temperatures (Hvas et al. 2017a) (Fig. 3). Furthermore, this function was scaled down to represent a
smaller post-smolt of 80 g with a scaling factor k,
using the measured maximum Ucrit = 80.6 cm s−1 for
fish of that size at 14°C (Remen et al. 2016):
k = 0.806 (m/s)/Ûcrit (14°C)
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at 9°C. Due to the small difference in Ûcrit (T ), the
polynomial function for larger lumpfish was applied
when evaluating the current data. Second-degree
polynomials were considered adequate for both
salmon and lumpfish as they accounted for over 95%
of the variability in the data for both species (r2 = 0.98
for salmon, r2 = 1.0 for lumpfish).
Eq. (2) expresses the normalized horizontal current
speed Ũit, where U it is the current speed observed at
time t in cell i, k is the scale parameter, Ûcrit is the
temperature-dependent function, and T t the measured temperature at time t.
Ũit = U it /[Ûcrit(T t ) · k]

(2)

Temperature measurements were gathered at 1 m
depth and assumed constant throughout the water
column, which is an oversimplification that may have
an impact on the results. Specifically, when inspecting temperature variations within sea cages in
surface waters, temperature profiles will typically
correlate positively with depth during winter and
negatively with depth during summer (Johansson et
al. 2006, Oppedal et al. 2011). This means that using
temperature measured at 1 m depth will be a conservative approach when determining Ûcrit during
winter, while too high temperatures will be applied
for Ûcrit during summer.
For all locations, linear interpolation was applied to
fill in missing temperature values. The buoy at Fr3
encountered technical problems and ceased logging
temperature 1 mo after deployment. Temperature
measurements from Fr2 nearby were used to normal-

(1)

A scaling factor was also created for adult salmon
of 1750 g using data from Remen et al. (2016), and
the Ûcrit (T ) for this group is also presented in Fig. 3.
A similar approach was used for lumpfish Cyclopterus lumpus of ~300 g, acclimated to different temperatures (Hvas et al. 2018) using a 2nd-degree polynomial (Fig. 3). The polynomial function was also
scaled down to represent lumpfish of ~75 g (Hvas et
al. 2018) using a scaling factor with Ucrit = 26.9 cm s−1

Fig. 3. Temperature-dependent critical swimming speed
(Ûcrit) for Atlantic salmon (black lines) and lumpfish (red
lines) of different sizes. The empirical critical swimming
speed data (Uempir.) for Atlantic salmon are from Hvas et al.
(2017a) and Remen et al. (2016), and for lumpfish from Hvas
et al. (2018)
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ize the current at Fr3, and linear interpolation was
carried out when Fr2 was not operative in June and
July 2017. This is unlikely to have a notable impact
on the results, since the sea temperature changes
slowly during the summer, and because the strongest
currents occurred during the winter months.

calmest conditions overall with a maximum current
speed of 36.0 cm s−1. The classification for each location using Standard NS-9415 shows the same trend,
with Fr2 categorized as ‘extreme exposure’ and Ste
as ‘substantial exposure’. Aafj, Fr1 and Fr3 were all
classified as having ‘high exposure’.

2.6. Duration and frequency of extreme events

3.2. Distribution and duration of
current classes

For the most exposed location, a study was done to
determine the duration and frequency of events with
current speeds in the ‘very strong’ class (i.e. exceeding 60 cm s−1) and the number of successive events
exceeding the limit. The non-homogeneous criterion
for the water column was applied as the homogeneous criterion was deemed too strict when identifying extreme events.
Ocean currents along the Norwegian coast are
influenced by several factors, such as tides, freshwater runoff, Atlantic water inflow, bottom topography, wind and weather conditions (Sætre 2007). For
the tides, the principal lunar and solar semidiurnal
tidal constituents are dominant, with periods of 12.42
and 12 h, respectively (Sætre 2007). Strong currents
can occur with both falling and rising tides. From the
perspective of the fish, this means that extreme current speed events may arise twice in a 12 h period.
Hence, the number of successive events where the
speed was classified as ‘very strong’ and where there
were > 5 and <13 h between events were identified.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Overview and classification of locations
The current speeds observed at each site are summarized in Table 3. The highest current speed measured was 112.5 cm s−1 at Fr2, while Ste had the

The distribution of the different current classes for
selected depths is shown in Fig. 4. Observations
from Ste and Aafj were predominantly within the
‘weak’ and ‘very weak’ classes, with nearly 99% of
all current speeds measured at Ste and 93% at Aafj
in 1 of these 2 classes. All sites in Frøya had a
higher percentage of currents in the stronger
classes. The data series from Fr2 and Fr3 contained
several incidents of currents in the ‘very strong’
class, while Aafj only had a single occurrence. The
recorded ‘very strong’ currents cover 0.31% and
0.03% of the entire deployment time at Fr2 and Fr3,
respectively.
The continuous duration of events within each
class using the homogeneous and non-homogeneous criterion for the water column are shown as
boxplots in Figs. 5 & 6, respectively. Non-homogeneous water columns were experienced close to
twice as often as homogeneous water columns at all
locations. Independent of criteria used to inspect the
depth layers, Aafj and Ste had the longest durations
of ‘very weak’ currents, and Fr2 had the longest
duration of ‘very strong’ currents. The total number
of hours with current speeds over 30 cm s−1 based
on both the homogeneous and non-homogeneous
water column criterion is presented in Fig. 7. The
longest durations were 33 and 32 h at Fr3 and Fr2,
respectively, when applying the non-homogeneous
water column.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics for all locations displaying mean, maximum, SD, and significant (see Section 2.2) maximum and
minimum current speeds. The 10 yr return period calculated in accordance with Standard NS-9415 (NAS 2009) and the
corresponding current classification are also listed. See Fig. 1 for site locations
Site

Aafj
Fr1
Fr2
Fr3
Ste

Mean

Median

Mode

8.8
12.6
17.6
13.9
7.2

7
11.7
15.2
12.9
6.2

3.5
7
9.4
5.9
3.2

Current speed (cm s–1)
Max.
SD
Signif. max.
62.1
57.4
112.5
71.5
36

6.9
8.1
11.8
8.2
4.6

16
21.6
30.5
22.2
11.3

NS-9415 class.
Signif. min.

10 yr return

3.5
5.2
6.9
6.4
3.8

102.5
104.4
176
110.2
56.6

D
D
E
D
C

Jónsdóttir et al.: Fish welfare based site classification method
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Fig. 4. Total distribution of current classes over the entire duration of deployment for selected depths at each location.
U: current speed. See Fig. 1 for site locations

Fig. 5. Number of consecutive hours in each current class using the homogeneous criterion for the water column. Red line:
median; horizontal dotted line: mean. Lower whisker extends to first quartile (Q1) minus 1.5 times the interquartile range
(IQR). Upper whisker extends to the third quartile (Q3) plus 1.5 × IQR. Data outside of the whiskers are events that exceed Q3
+ 1.5 × IQR. These are represented as dots and are considered valid data points. Dots may overlap; hence dots do not
necessarily represent a single occurrence. Note the different y-axes. U: current speed. See Fig. 1 for site locations

3.3. Evaluating current data using Ucrit
and water temperature
Fig. 8 shows the number of consecutive hours
where the currents were within given ranges of Ucrit
for Atlantic salmon Salmo salar using both the homogeneous and non-homogeneous criterion. Only Fr2

exceeded the Ucrit of Atlantic salmon, independent of
which criterion was used, for up to 4 h at a time. The
results for lumpfish Cyclopterus lumpus are presented
in Fig. 9 and show that Ucrit was exceeded at all sites
when using the non-homogeneous criterion, and at all
sites except Ste when using the homogeneous criterion. These conditions could persist for up to 33 h.

Aquacult Environ Interact 11: 249–261, 2019
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Fig. 6. Number of consecutive hours in each current class using the non-homogeneous criterion for the water column. Other
details are the same as for Fig. 5

3.4. Extreme events at Fr2
Site Fr2 was selected for the study of extreme
events, as it had the most frequent occurrence of
current measurements above 60 cm s−1. Dates containing more than 3 consecutive tidal cycles are presented in Table 4, and the total hours of each event
was found as the time span from the first to the last
measured current measurement classified as ‘very
strong’. The longest duration observed was 51 h in
January 2018, while the maximum recorded current
speed and largest mean value were 112.5 and
42.3 cm s−1, respectively.

related to behavioural changes and swimming capacities when evaluating the current data. However,
certain aspects of the classification should be considered when interpreting the results.
Ucrit values are determined in swim tunnels, where
fish are exposed to a continuous flow of constant
velocity in systematic increments, a situation rarely
experienced in nature (Plaut 2001). In addition,
current speeds inside and outside of a sea cage are
not necessarily alike, as a significant reduction of
speed may occur over the net of sea cages and over
the entire farm installation (Klebert et al. 2013,

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Current class definitions based on
fish behaviour
The classification obtained by using Standard NS9415 gives little insight into the actual conditions
experienced by the fish, and its usefulness as a
descriptive tool should be questioned. For instance,
the NS-9415 classification of both Aafj and Fr3 as
‘high exposure’ sites does not reflect the fact that
Aafj, unlike Fr3, has long periods of low currents.
The method presented in the present study attempts
to resolve this issue by employing observed limits

Fig. 7. Number of consecutive hours with current speeds
exceeding 30 cm s−1 based on both the homogeneous and
non-homogeneous water column criterion. Other details are
the same as for Fig. 5

Jónsdóttir et al.: Fish welfare based site classification method
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Fig. 8. Number of consecutive hours where the currents were within given ranges of the critical swimming speed (Ucrit) for
Atlantic salmon Salmo salar using both the homogeneous and non-homogeneous criterion. Other details are the same as for
Fig. 5

Fig. 9. Number of consecutive hours where the currents were within given ranges of the critical swimming speed (Ucrit) for
lumpfish Cyclopterus lumpus using both the homogeneous and non-homogeneous criterion. Other details are the same as for
Fig. 5

Winthereig-Rasmussen et al. 2015). Several factors
influence this reduction in speed, such as net dimensions, biofouling, presence of fish and potentially the
deformation of the sea cages (Klebert et al. 2013,
Gansel et al. 2014, Winthereig-Rasmussen et al.

2016). Klebert et al. (2015) report a reduction of
21.5% in current speed from a reference point outside to inside a fish pen, which compares well with
the reduction of 20% found applying the empirical
method of Løland (1991). Higher reductions have

Aquacult Environ Interact 11: 249–261, 2019
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Table 4. Statistics for periods containing consecutive cycles
with currents in the ‘very strong’ class. Total hours: duration
from the first recorded to the last recorded ‘very strong’
current that has > 5 and <13 h between them
Year/
date

No. of
Total
tidal cycles time (h)

2017
3–4 Nov
3–4 Dec
2018
3–5 Jan
1–3 Feb
24–25 Apr
30 Apr–1 May

Current speed (cm s–1)
Max.
Mean
Min.

3
3

18
26

70.3
77.3

35.5
33.3

1.2
7.0

5
4
3
3

51
39
27
27

96.1
80.9
72.7
112.5

33.6
29.6
42.3
40.0

1.2
0.0
8.2
0.0

however been reported when the sensors are located
such that fish may influence the measurements
(Johansson et al. 2014).
The measurements used in this study were collected in open water outside and apart from farm
structures, and it is reasonable to assume that the
current speed could be reduced by 20% within a sea
cage. This has implications for the defined current
classes, and it can be argued that the ‘very strong’
class limit of 60 cm s−1 is somewhat low and should be
increased to account for the reduction over the net. In
addition, Ucrit of larger Atlantic salmon Salmo salar
have been reported as high as 125 cm s−1 (Hvas et al.
2017b), while the ‘very strong’ class is based on
results for small post-smolts swimming at 3°C, which
represent the conditions of poorest swimming capacity. Furthermore, the presence of diseases or parasites may lead to a further reduction of Ucrit (Hvas et
al. 2017c). Ideally, the ‘very strong’ class should
reflect the specific species in question, body size and
ambient temperature and account for inherent variation in swimming capacities in the population so that
weaker individuals are protected. The ‘very strong’
class could thus be used to give an indication
whether current speed should be considered more
carefully at a prospective site or not.

4.2. Choice of criteria and implications for results
The duration of the ‘very weak’ and ‘weak’ classes
vary with choice of criteria for the water column. For
instance, the maximum continuous duration of ‘very
weak’ currents were 130 and 293 h at Aafj, and 111
and 204 h at Ste, using the homogeneous and nonhomogeneous criterion, respectively. This variation
between choice of criterion was higher than that
observed for the ‘strong’ and ‘very strong’ classes.

For example, the maximum duration of the ‘very
strong’ class at Fr2 only increased by 1 h with the
non-homogeneous criterion.
Current speed generally tends to decrease with
depth in the upper water column, a trend seen in
Fig. 4. If the non-homogeneous criterion is applied,
the possible variation in current speed with depth
gives fish the theoretical option to avoid strong currents by changing their depth. Atlantic salmon are
rarely distributed evenly inside a sea cage, and often
display circadian rhythms with respect to swimming
depth, where they descend and swim relatively deep
during the day and closer to the surface at night
(Johansson et al. 2006, 2007, Oppedal et al. 2011).
However, there are currently no studies that have
shown that salmon actively avoid depth layers with
high current speeds (Johansson et al. 2007, Oppedal
et al. 2011), suggesting that the non-homogeneous
criterion should be preferred when evaluating the
effect of strong currents on fish welfare.
When investigating the probability of low oxygen
levels because of slow currents, the homogeneous
water column criterion is more suitable, as low oxygen levels are expected only when the current
speeds are low in all relevant layers. Earlier work has
indicated that salmon may avoid areas of slightly
lowered oxygen levels (Oldham et al. 2017) and
extreme hypoxia (Dempster et al. 2016, Stehfest et al.
2017), but this may be overruled by their preferred
temperature at the depth of hypoxia (Stien et al.
2012). The homogeneous criterion is therefore more
suitable when considering the risk of hypoxia in
weak currents.

4.3. Classification and site suitability
Applying the suggested method to ocean current
data from the 5 sites can reveal crucial information
about the environment as experienced by the fish.
The long durations of the ‘very weak’ currents
recorded at Aafj and Ste could have implications for
hypoxia events. Long durations of ‘very weak’ currents, or at high frequencies, especially during late
summer and autumn when temperatures are elevated or stocking densities are high, are associated
with environmental hypoxia, which can be detrimental to fish growth and health (Burt et al. 2012, Remen
et al. 2013, 2014).
Current speeds over 30 cm s−1 were measured at all
locations, with durations up to 33 h with the nonhomogeneous criterion. Post-smolts kept at currents
around 30 cm s−1 for 6 wk display reduced growth
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(Solstorm et al. 2015). Slack current conditions of
4 cm s–1, on the other hand, resulted in higher lipid
content in the muscle compared to post-smolt kept at
moderate currents of 18 cm s–1 (Solstorm et al. 2015).
Nevertheless, this may not be relevant for salmon in
commercial cages where salmon frequently display
daytime schooling with swimming speeds of > 0.5 fish
length s−1 (Oppedal et al. 2011, Hansen et al. 2017).
Atlantic salmon have been observed to sustain
80% of Ucrit for at least 4 h (Hvas & Oppedal 2017).
Fr2 was the only location to exceed this, with current
speeds between 80 and 100% of Ucrit persisting up
to 6 consecutive hours when employing the nonhomogeneous criterion. This location was also the
only one to exceed the Ucrit of small post-smolts and
had up to 5 consecutive events with current speeds in
the ‘very high’ class (Table 4). Depending on fish size
and the reduction of current through the cage walls,
the maximum current of 92 cm s−1, measured during
this extreme period in January 2018, could have a
detrimental effect on the fish. The minimum velocity
during this period was 1 cm s−1 (Table 4), meaning
that restitution between the ‘very strong’ current
speeds could be possible with a maximum period
between 2 extreme events set to 13 h. Should the fish
withstand the strong currents during the peaks, this
may provide sufficient time for recovery. However, it
is uncertain how the cumulative impact of 5 cycles of
strong currents will affect the welfare of Atlantic
salmon, and the welfare of the much smaller lumpfish Cyclopterus lumpus.
Unlike salmon, lumpfish has the option to adhere to
surfaces such as rocks and seaweed by use of a ventral suction disc and can thereby withstand currents
much higher than their Ucrit (Hvas et al. 2018). For
instance, lumpfish can remain attached to a surface
for 1 min when exposed to currents of 110 cm s−1
(Hvas et al. 2018). For this reason, exceeding Ucrit
may not have the same short-term consequences as
for salmon. However, lumpfish in swimming tunnels
did not adhere to a surface for more than 20 min,
independent of current speed (Hvas et al. 2018). The
long duration of currents exceeding Ucrit at all of the
studied locations could therefore be a serious challenge for their wellbeing.
The suitability of the 5 locations for both species
can be summarized by saying that all sites except Fr2
could be suitable for post-smolts as small as 80 g,
while none of the locations appear suitable for lumpfish as they all exceed their Ucrit for as long as 33 h at
a time.
Despite each ADCP having similar configurations,
direct comparisons between locations are compli-
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cated by the different cell sizes, deployment dates
and duration of deployment. For instance, Fr2 had
the longest deployment time, increasing the probability of recording strong current speeds. Further
work should focus on expanding the method presented in this paper to classify existing and prospective farm sites using model data from ocean models
such as SINMOD (SINTEF) or Norkyst800 (Havforskningsinstituttet). Combining these classifications with wind-wave exposure classification using
the fetch analysis in Lader et al. (2017) would establish a good foundation for defining an exposed location and fish welfare at such a site. The effect of
strong waves on fish welfare should also be studied
in more detail, such that a greater understanding of
welfare at exposed sites can be obtained.

5. CONCLUSION
Standard NS-9415 aims to prevent escapes and
focuses on assessing the environment with regard to
structural loads. However, if fish farmers only
commission providers of site surveys to comply with
Standard NS-9415, important information about the
environment as experienced by the fish is lost. In this
study, a new method for classification of aquaculture
sites with respect to current conditions and their
implications for fish welfare was proposed and
applied to 5 different locations along the Norwegian
coast.
The steps of the method can be summarized as
follows. For a specific site, define the ‘very strong’
class on the Ucrit of the relevant species and classify
current data in accordance with the scheme. To
evaluate if hypoxia may become an issue, the duration of ‘very weak’ currents should be inspected with
a homogeneous water column criterion. If ‘very
strong’ current speeds are registered, the duration of
the strong currents should be inspected with the nonhomogeneous water column criterion. The current
speeds should also be evaluated using a temperature-dependent function, Ûcrit (T ), for all relevant
species, if temperature data is available. Of the 5
sites included in this study, only Fr2 had current
speeds that exceeded Ucrit of small post-smolt Salmo
salar, while all sites surpassed the Ucrit of lumpfish
Cyclopterus lumpus. The use of lumpfish at these
sites may therefore be problematic with regards to
their welfare.
The presented method should be adapted and
offered as part of the site surveys for fish farmers to
assess prospective sites and to plan production and
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stocking of fish. The method is easily adapted to different species if their Ucrit is known. By analyzing the
prevalence and persistence of different current
speed classes and comparing this with known limits
of a specific species’ Ucrit, prospective production
sites can be assessed with respect to fish performance and welfare.
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